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Does the resident have 

new symptoms (or 

worsening of chronic 

conditions)? 

Isolate resident immediately & 

resident roommate (if applicable) on 

DROPLET/CONTACT Precautions with 

N95 mask (N95 until COVID ruled out) 

and inform IPAC lead or MRC 

 

Resident Presenting with 
Symptoms Process: 

 

Collect PCR (lab requisition 

found on back of this document) 

for COVID-19 and MRVP for first 

2 symptomatic residents  

Test results 

have arrived and 

positive for one 

of the following:  

 

Isolate ill residents for 5 days 

OR until symptom-free, 

whichever is shorter. 

Isolate ill residents in private 

room, when possible, on 

additional precautions for 10 

days from symptom-onset or 

positive test collection date. 

Note: The case must be 

afebrile and respiratory 

symptoms improving for 24 hrs 

(48 hrs if enteric) before 

discontinuing isolation. 

Isolate ill residents for 8 days 

OR until symptom-free, 

whichever is shorter. 

Isolate close contacts 

(i.e., roommate of cases) 

of cases as per SWPH 

direction or IPAC lead 

**important do not wait to initiate this algorithm; update IPAC lead/MRC regarding any symptomatic residents as soon as possible** 

**IPAC: © 519 868 0845 or ext 273. MRC ext 226**; Southwestern Public Health: 5196319900 ext 0 – any potential outbreaks are considered an emergency.  

Parainfluenza, 

Human 

Metapneumovirus, 

RSV 

 

 

Sars-COV-
2/COVID-19 

 

Influenza, Rhinovirus, 

Enterovirus, Seasonal 

Coronavirus or 

Unknown  

 

IF chronic symptoms 

exacerbated; ensure to 

still isolate as there is a 

reason for the 

exacerbation  

 

Roommate will need to isolate if they 

become symptomatic followed by PCR test 

for COVID-19/MRVP if directed by Public 

Health.  

If the roommate remains symptom free they 

do not need to isolate but continue to 

monitor for symptoms.   

 

PCR test roommate on day 

5 if results are negative and 

they remain asymptomatic, 

end isolation. Monitor 

twice daily for symptoms 

for the full 10 days from 

last contact/potential 

exposure.  PCR test again 

on day 10. 

If roommate tests positive, 

then their isolation period 

starts with the positive PCR 

if asymptomatic, or from 

their symptom onset.  


